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After decades of a bold engagement of international troops and fight against terrorism, the
realities on the ground indicate not a good future to be waiting for the Afghan nation. Taliban
militants grow in their attacks as the foreign troops prepare to depart from the region. The
increasing international fatigue over the 12-year war has led to reduced pressure on current
administration to limit the role of warlords, corrupt politicians and other human rights abusers.

As a result, corruption, little rule of law, poor governance and abusive policies and practices
deprive the country’s most vulnerable citizens of their sole-rights. The situation for people at risk
of abuse is expected to worsen as NATO’s International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
gradually withdraws its troops by the end of 2014, the finale deadline for the end of NATO-led
war in Afghanistan.

Consequently, the death toll would increase in most excluded and remote parts of the country
while hunger, harsh winter and unemployment both remain another killer threat. The security
situation goes worst day after day and the gains earned in the last more than 11 years are all in
great jeopardy, as the 2014 deadline for the end of NATO operations in Afghanistan gets closer.

According to the Times, General John Allen, the U.S top commander in Afghanistan has already
proposed three options to Pentagon for the period after the supposed withdrawal of combat
troops beyond 2014.  One is to maintain U.S troop levels at 6,000 but in the other one, it calls for
10,000 soldiers and the third is based on a force of 20,000.

The main point in the article is the presence of special operations commandos who are
supposed to hunt down the insurgents and do not let them grow at their highest levels beyond
2014. The remaining additional U.S forces will have to capacitate the Afghan security forces in
fighting against the insurgents and train them through air support, logistics and other most
required training so as to be able stop the Taliban other insurgent groups from creating
violence.

In fact, yet Afghanistan undoubtedly remains one of the safest regions and most convenient and
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advance post for insurgents scheming and intrigues in the central Asian republics and in other
neighboring countries. In order to eradicate the terrorism and other fanatics who are against
peace and stability in Afghanistan, it needs an operational support from the U.S government if
President Karzai is certain to bring peace and stability in the region.

Adding that the Afghan security forces are recruited and paid by the U.S and its allies with
sufficient trainings, today largely rely on foreign military support. According to the latest
Pentagon review, only one of the Afghan army’s 23 brigades is able to function independently.
The result is sharpening tensions and worries between President Karzai and President Obama
as there is a danger of a catastrophic internal conflict.

It is crystal clear that as of now, President Karzai and his whole government are completely
dependent on Washington for every possible support. The country is totally dependent on
international and foreign aids while our armed forces completely depend on foreign support in
leading any operation against the Taliban or other insurgent fighters. The whole government
employees’ salaries depend on foreign banks. The country has no single income to be able to
survive if the international support is cut down. Recently, a police commander, including 13 junior
officers in western Afghanistan have joined the Taliban in a move that is new and troubling for
the struggling nation due to low salary scale or late payment of their salaries. So just, imagine
what will happen after the international and the United States cut down their support.

Reading the current ground realities, it is wise to say that for Afghanistan to be independent of
international assistance, it does not only need clinics and roads, but rather it needs a functioning
economy that can create jobs and supply the goods and services for the nation. While billions of
dollars are spent on aid and peacekeeping each year, most of the aids are sent back to the
developed states, leaving little sustainable investment behind. This creates a cycle of
dependence on foreign resources, where Afghans remain unemployed, economic growth is
slowed and instability hits harder which contributes to the rise in insecurity situation.

Afghanistan keeps on supporting that negotiation with the Taliban will bring a permanent peace
in the region. Democracy still suffers from injustice and inequality. To hold a fair election on
timely manner is another big challenge for the government due to high level of corruption in
government departments. All this provides the model for what is being already established in
having a one-sided election.

The development of a genuine anti-war movement will take place only on the basis of a
perspective that tackles the root cause of war, militarism and neo-colonialism and the profit
system itself. The past decade has demonstrated the futility of appealing to capitalist
governments and parties. A struggle against war must be based on the independent mobilization
of the international working class to overthrow corrupt system and establish a just society
through best advocacy and mobilization.

Above all, for stability to come about in Afghanistan, the political necessity must first be there
and for civil institutions to evolve from that. This will require much more than merely pledging aid
and largely observing events from the outside. The West has largely failed twice now in the last
decade to nation-building and post-reconstruction leaves much to be desired. The support that
Afghans require should be based upon long-term partnerships with NGO’s and other external
bodies that can help to bring about a society that is less dependent on Western nations in all
terms.

Abdul Samad Haidari is a writer of The Daily Afghanistan Express.
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